Abstract
Reserved to young executives, graduates and university students of all faculty from all over the world. School for Dreamers is preparing the ruling class of the future, the impeccable leaders driven by Ethics and Integrity that every nation is deeply in need of. FDW training is an intensive and pushing experience, an eight-days journey of self-discovery, to retrace your own uniqueness. You will acquire the main psychological traits and qualities of a Leader.

SfD will teach you how to face life successfully and will inspire you to play a key role in the future of your nation.

You will learn techniques, gain skills and know how:
• to get rid of fear, negative emotions and any limiting factor or barrier to your success
• to expand your vision, learn to aim higher, to abandon preconceived, second-hand ideas and prejudices
• to be an independent thinker, give supreme value to your freedom and your Dream
• to master the three higher senses of a leader: intuition, creativity and Vision

Schedule
The program is founded on the ideas, principles and teaching of Prof. Stefano D’Anna books: “The School for Gods” and “A Dream for the World” which constitutes the philosophical basis of the School for Dreamers. Below are listed the activities planned to make the training a program based on a hand-on environment where, with the support of mentors (Corporate Leaders and Top Managers) you will receive individual attention and directions for doing in life what you love, without any compromise.

1ST MODULE » TEAM BUILDING ACTIVITIES
It is expressed through different possibilities including breathing, sailing, climbing, orienteering, beach volley, dance, depending on the season. Bring out the hidden dynamics, fears, prejudices and preconceived ideas is the beginning of the path of self-observation.
Objective: to foster the qualities of a leader. The combination of the team enhance the learning of each participant.

2ND MODULE » MUSIC: THE GENIUS SOUND PROJECT - TOOLS FOR LEADERS
Discover the Frames of Mind expressed in the musical masterpieces of four great geniuses of music: Bach, Mozart, Brahms, Charlie Parker. Think and act in a brilliant way! Find out what is your model of genius.
Objective: Outline the goals of your life and internalize the steps to build up your own path, day after day, which is unique and irreplaceable. Acquire tools, techniques and effective strategies, simply transferable and usable in everyday life in order to accelerate the realization of your own dream.

3RD MODULE » THEATRE
The theatre experience is fundamental to know yourself. If you don’t know yourself you can’t lead.
Objective: to break free from the rigidity of the roles and learn how to enter and exit them while preserving the Integrity of your Being.

4TH MODULE » COMMUNICATION
Public speaking: presentation of yourself.
Objective: to eliminate obstacles in the relationship with others, overcome anxiety, representing yourself in complete safety and completeness.
Strategic leaving: take care of your own image in a strategic way (clothes, accessories, posture, makeup...).

Objective: to be conscious about the power of your image, through very effective experiences.

Start-up Coaching: to develop the capacity of projecting start-ups to reinforce the roots of your dream.

Objective: to learn about the early mechanisms of new initiatives.